As the Cassini spacecraft embarked on the Solstice Mission in October 2010, the flight operations team faced a significant challenge in planning and executing the continuing tour of the Saturnian system. Faced with budget cuts that reduced the science and engineering staff by over a third in size, new and streamlined processes had to be developed to allow the Cassini mission to maintain a high level of science data return with a lower amount of available resources while still minimizing the risk. Automation was deemed an important key in enabling mission operations with reduced workforce and the Cassini flight team has made this goal a priority for the Solstice Mission. The operations team learned about a utility called AUTORAD which would give the flight operations team the ability to program selected command files for radiation up to seven days in advance and help minimize the need for off-shift support that could deplete available staffing during the prime shift hours. This paper will describe how AUTORAD is being utilized by the Cassini flight operations team and the processes that were developed or modified to ensure that proper oversight and verification is maintained in the generation and execution of radiated command files.
I. The Cassini Mission
he Cassini orbiter was launched in October 1997 with its mission to explore the Saturnian system and send back scientific data on the planet, its rings, moons and magnetosphere from the twelve instruments on board. The spacecraft entered orbit around Saturn in June 2004 and launched the Huygens Probe which soft landed on Titan in January 2005. The four year prime mission from June 2004 to June 2008 required a large flight operations team and support staffing to implement the sequences containing observations and activities from multiple instruments and engineering subsystem teams. The large number of orbital trim maneuvers (OTMs) needed for trajectory changes required by the mission plan added to the complexity of flying Cassini. The Equinox Mission was the first extended mission for Cassini that began in July 2008 and concluded in October 2010. The observation of Saturn's rings at equinox in August 2009 was one of the observation highlights of this mission. Staffing and sequencing complexity remained at prime mission levels. For the Solstice Mission beginning in October 2010 and concluding in September 2017, staffing levels needed to be reduced by roughly a third. With engineering and operations teams slated to be the initial target of the downsizing effort, the mission goals by necessity were simplified as well. The number of planned observations and activities was trimmed, but it was also deemed necessary to revamp the sequence implementation and execution processes as well to compensate for the reduced staff size. New techniques were needed to minimize the need for the sequence implementation process (SIP) leads to support activities occurring off prime shift such as the supervision of all real-time commanding for the spacecraft.
II. AUTORAD
The AUTORAD system was created by the Telemetry, Tracking & Command (TT&C) group at the Deep Space Network in collaboration with the Cassini Real Time Operations (RTO) team. AUTORAD is an automated command system separate from the Multi-Mission Command System (MCS) that can connect on its own with an assigned DSN station and radiate a designated set of spacecraft command message files (SCMFs) at a specified time based on a XML file generated by a Cassini SIP lead (SIPL). The XML session file contains instructions on when to turn on command modulation with the designated Deep Space Network (DSN) station, the initial bit-1 radiation times and associated identifying checksum values for all listed SCMFs and the final disconnect time from the DSN station after the uplink is concluded. AUTORAD has a scheduler GUI that allows the Cassini RTO team lead to load in a XML session file into the system and allows the Cassini SIP lead to verify the session loading and its contents. It also generates a final uplink report for all executed sessions and stores them in the Cassini Distributed Object Manager (DOM) filing system.
III. Cassini Real-Time Command Uplink Process
The Cassini real-time command generation/approval/uplink procedure was implemented with the other sequence development and execution processes before the launch of the Cassini orbiter and the Huygens probe. It has gone through several updates since then as parts of the procedure were augmented with automation tools that helped reduce the time and workforce needed to generate and approve real time command files.
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The command files approved by the SIPL at the Command Approval Meeting (CAM) are stored in the Cassini Distributed Object Manager (DOM) database. All command files approved for uplink by the SIPL have a unique electronic command form (eCRF) that contains all the relevant data needed to properly identify the file as well as the SIP team personnel involved with building and approving the command. The eCRF seen above in Fig. 1 is used by both the on-duty Cassini ACE and the SIPL for the command uplink phase. The real-time command uplink process is a two-person procedure as dictated by the requirements for the Cassini mission. An ACE is always on console during any scheduled DSN track and is responsible for interacting with the Advanced Multi-Mission Operations System (AMMOS) and its command system functions. The SIPL verifies the actions of the ACE to load and uplink the selected command file via the CMDVIEW GUI, which displays the command files that are loaded into the Multi-Mission Command DOM and the radiation queue attached to the scheduled DSN antenna. The CMDVIEW GUI is shown below in Fig. 2 : The ACE has been notified of the commands that are planned to be radiated and has the appropriate eCRFs available for reference before the command uplink session begins. The ACE has also transferred the specified commands written in binary format (referred to as spacecraft message files or SCMFs) from the Cassini DOM to the Multi-Mission Command DOM in preparation for its transfer to the antenna radiation queue and uplink. The ACE then brings up the AMMOS command control GUI and connects to the command system to the DSN antenna command control processor (CCP). The AMMOS command system interacts with the Multi-Mission Command DOM in accessing the selected command files.
At the beginning of the uplink session, the ACE and SIPL accesses their respective command control and command viewer (CMDVIEW) GUIs to verify that the system is connected to the proper DSN station, the correct uplink rate is set in the command system per the rate stated in the eCRF, and the radiation queue for transmitting commands is not active. The SIPL then contacts the ACE over the voice net and initiates the commanding process by verifying that the file to be transmitted is located in the Project Files Directory. Both the SIPL and the ACE use the eCRF to confirm the command file listed in the CMDVIEW GUI has the correct file name and file creation time. The SIPL then asks the ACE to transfer the file to the radiation queue. The ACE does so by manually entering the file name into the command system. Both the ACE and SIPL visually verify that the command file has been successfully attached to the radiation queue.
The SIPL can choose to assign a bit-1 radiation time to the command file residing in the radiation queue by requesting this verbally over the voice net. The ACE then manually enters the time value into the system which is confirmed visually by the SIPL and ACE. The command is then transmitted at the specified bit-1 radiation time once the radiation queue has been set to active. The SIPL can also request that the ACE proceed with an immediate uplink should a specific time not be required. Once this is complete, the SIPL gives the go for command uplink over the voice net and asks that the radiation queue be set to active. The ACE enables the radiation queue and the command is radiated.
As the prime mission uplink processes were being developed, one particular category of real-time commands that required more effort and time for generation and uplink were the instrument expanded block (IEB) files that were transmitted to the spacecraft along with the background sequence. The background sequence is the main program that runs onboard the spacecraft and contains all the activities needed to execute the mission goals and requirements in a specified period of time. For the Cassini Solstice Mission, the typical sequence runs for approximately seventy days. During the planning of the four year Cassini Prime Mission, it was recognized that sequencing memory size was proving to be a limiting factor in how many activities could be included. A strategy was devised that would load the ancillary parameter data needed by the instruments to execute their observations into the library memory region of the solid state data recorders (SSRs). These IEBs with the ancillary data proved to be quite large in size, so only the background sequence memory region could be used. The background sequences needed to be constructed such that a large portion of memory would be freed up when the scheduled IEB uplink window occurred.
One particular source of difficulty in transmitting the IEB files involved the need for these programs to be executed without being interrupted by a telemetry mode change command from the background sequence during the memory readouts verifying the IEB load. To ensure clean memory readout (MRO) data, the SIPLs had to choose bit-1 radiation times that would move the MROs away from these telemetry mode change commands. This complicated planning for the radiation of the IEB files since the number of commands and file sizes varied in each sequence, resulting in a large amount of time being needed to determine the optimal uplink order of the IEBs. Excel spreadsheet macros were eventually developed to help with this planning, but differences in Microsoft Office software on the Windows and Apple platforms caused additional difficulties in implementation.
Two or three DSN tracks were needed to transmit all the IEBs needed for a given sequence. The complex nature of these IEB uplinks often required both SIP leads to be present for an uplink session -for DSN tracks scheduled for swing or third shifts, this resulted in the SIP leads having to miss prime time interactions with the project. And as staffing was slated to be reduced for the Solstice Mission, this off-prime shift staffing for transmitting commands was proving to be a liability in the SIP leads being available for critical sequence approval issues during normal working hours.
Manual data entries also presented an issue for the SIP leads in their Excel spreadsheet preparation for multiple file uplinks planned over several days and contingency uplink planning in case a DSN track was lost due to weather or mechanical issues. The ACE also had to contend with multiple manual entries to load the radiation queue with numerous files and associated bit-1 times which increased the possibility of having a command error.
IV. Integrating AUTORAD into Cassini SPST and RTO uplink processes
AUTORAD presented the Cassini SPST with a method to lessen the strain of having the SIP leads perform off shift real-time commanding while having to support nominal sequence development and execution processes. The challenge was to develop new procedures that utilized AUTORAD but maintain the required checks and balances contained in the original real-time command uplink process. New scripts and software utilities were generated to support the use of AUTORAD -and additional features were added in that provided extra labor saving benefits while providing increased protection against errors in commanding.
One rule made early in the development of AUTORAD procedures for the SIP leads allowed only one AUTORAD session per DSN track. This was done to avoid confusion and ensure that the executing sequence SIPL would be able to control what files were being sent to the spacecraft. A Spacecraft Operations Office (SCO) systems lead or a SIPL from the next executing sequence can create sessions, but it must be coordinated with the executing sequence SIPL.
An important constraint from the nominal real-time command uplink process was followed in the AUTORAD uplink procedure. This constraint dictated an independent verification by two individuals (in this case the SIPL and the ACE) that the correct file was being radiated. Confirmation of the file or files selected for uplink would be done by verifying unique parameters. The nominal uplink process called for the parameters to be the file name and the file creation time, but for AUTORAD the file checksum value was used instead of the creation time. This needed to be incorporated into the AUTORAD uplink procedure.
The first part of the AUTORAD procedure involves the creation of the XML file that is loaded into AUTORAD. This XML file contains information on the DSN antenna that will be utilized for uplink, the AUTORAD connection and disconnection time, the names of the command files to be transmitted and their associated unique checksum values. There are other parameters that are contained in this file such as the command modulation parameter value and the command uplink rate, but these are usually static and entered into the file automatically.
The first step in creating the AUTORAD XML input file begins with the creation of a data input file that is read into a Java application called the Cassini Uplink Scheduler (CASSIUS) that can be used for any real-time commands that is uplinked by AUTORAD. A script called cassius_data was created to run on the Cassini SPST Operations Net (OPSNET) UNIX workstations to create this input file. CASSIUS, based on the inputs created by the cassius_data script, does checks to ensure that the submitted real-time command can be uplinked without problems. The SIPL also has the ability to place multiple commands in whatever order is needed to avoid issues with track coverage and telemetry mode changes. The cassius_data script requires inputs specifying the current executing sequence on board the Cassini spacecraft, the time the transmitter of the DSN antenna being used for an AUTORAD uplink is powered on, and the command filename. The cassius_data script can also accept a text file containing the names of multiple commands. Figure 3 The command input is for the uplink of the five IEB loads intended for use in the S82 background sequencethey are being uplinked during the S81 sequence on DOY 350. The transmitter on time allows the script to examine the S81 Sequence of Events file (SOE) and determine that the DSS-34 antenna is being used for uplink. The cassius_data script verifies the transmitter on time from the SOE and obtains the transmitter off time so that the CASSIUS Java application can determine if the command file or files inputted by the user can be radiated in the allotted time between the transmitter on and off events. The script also interrogates the Cassini DOM for each command file specified to obtain its uplink time, execution duration and checksum value for use in its calculations.
The cassius_data script obtains the times for all telemetry mode changes during the specified DSN track based on the transmitter on time input for use by CASSIUS in determining if the MROs in IEB command files will be impacted by the changes. The script returns values for the uplink open and close times for the specified DSN track and the following three tracks based on the data described above. The open time is the first possible bit-1 radiation time and the close time is the last possible bit-1 time.
Once the input file from cassius_data has been created, the SIPL transfers the file to a personal laptop and runs the CASSIUS application using the file as an input. CASSIUS displays the DSN antenna and track information relating to the session in one screen tab and data relating to the command files being transmitted in the second tab. The information on the DSN uplink session is displayed on the CASSIUS GUI session page as seen in Fig. 4: Information about the DSN antenna, transmitter on/off times and telemetry change mode times can be seen here. The SIPL verifies this information is correct using the SOE before moving on to the sequence tab. The initial sequence screen brought up by CASSIUS can be seen here in Fig. 5 : In this particular session, the S82 IEB loads are entered as inputs into the cassius_data script. Six command files can be seen with their corresponding data fields containing the file name, description, checksum value, uplink or radiation duration and execution duration. All this is used by CASSIUS in helping the SIPL determine the ideal uplink order of the available files. For the IEB files, all the files are relative-timed so both the radiation and execution durations need to be accounted for in determining this uplink ordering. For absolute-timed files that begin execution after the end of the DSN track, the script uses the radiation duration and an arbitrary value of five minutes for the execution duration to see if the command can be transmitted completely over the DSN track.
The SIPL can now arrange the IEB files in whatever uplink order is best for sending up the maximum number of files and not be impacted by a telemetry mode change that could corrupt a MRO. This telemetry check can be ignored if IEB files are not being transmitted since CASSIUS only verifies that the IEB MROs will execute as planned. CASSIUS always verifies that the files selected for uplink will finish being radiated before the track ends. The SIPL can select files with the cursor and then uses the 'Put in Queue' button to move the file into the uplink queue. The S82 IEB files that are being selected for radiation on DOY 350 can be seen in Fig. 6 : Here five IEB files have been selected by the SIPL for radiation. The first four files have passed all the telemetry mode checks and the close check which ensures that the files have enough time to be radiated before the DSN transmitter is turned off. However, the fifth file will not be completely uplinked before the transmitter is powered off, so that is removed from the final uplink order. Once that is done, the SIPL uses CASSIUS to create a XML formatted file based on the final uplink order which can be seen in Fig. 7 The XML text file naming convention that can be seen above uses the name given to the initial CASSIUS input file and appends the creation date and time to ensure a unique identification. The SIPL then transfers the XML text file back to the OPSNET environment. The pub_autorad script is then used to convert this text file to a XML file and publish the XML file to the Cassini DOM where it can be accessed by the RTO team lead.
The SIPL then schedules an AUTORAD loading meeting with the RTO team lead to enable a session based on the XML file. This loading may only take place once the command file or files to be radiated have been formally approved at a CAM. The SIP lead sends an email to the RTO team lead and the Cassini ACE with the name of the command file or files to be uplinked, their intended bit-1 radiation times, and attached electronic copies of the XML file and the regular text file outputted by CASSIUS.
The RTO team lead verifies the contents of the XML session file, including the DSN antenna number, connection/disconnection times of AUTORAD to the DSN command system and the names of the files to be uplinked. The RTO team lead ensures that every listed command file has an associated approved eCRF that also specifically has instructions to use AUTORAD for uplink. Hardcopies of the XML session file and the eCRFs of the commands to be uplinked are delivered to the ACE console. The RTO team lead then transfers the XML file from the Cassini DOM to the Multi-Mission Command DOM and then loads the appropriate XML file into AUTORAD.
The RTO team lead and the SIPL both verify over the voice net that the correct XML session file has been loaded into AUTORAD. Specifically, both leads confirm that the correct file (or files) is listed in the AUTORAD session along with their corresponding checksum values and bit-1 radiation times. Once that is done, the SIPL will give the go for the RTO team lead to enable AUTORAD and the loaded session. The AUTORAD GUI will indicate that it is enabled with the session being in a 'frozen' state. Figure 8 shows the final status of an AUTORAD session for the S83 telemetry overlay file s6490b which is intended for an automated uplink on DOY 076 below with the checksum value and bit-1 radiation times listed: Once AUTORAD has been enabled, the RTO team lead and the ACE take over responsibility for ensuring that the command file listed in the 'frozen' AUTORAD session radiates as planned. Upon the successful loading of the XML session into AUTORAD, the RTO team lead informs the ACE scheduled to be on console during the designated uplink track that an AUTORAD session is scheduled to be executed.
During the initial briefing to the DSN station before the track begins, the ACE informs antenna personnel that AUTORAD will be connecting to the command system at the time designated in the XML session file. The ACE ensures that the command system is not connected to the DSN antenna before the scheduled AUTORAD connection time occurs or the AUTORAD session will not execute.
The ACE then observes AUTORAD operations and verifies that the sequence of events dictated in the XML session execute as planned. All activities are recorded in the ACE log for later reference and documentation. The SIP lead must be available via mobile during the uplink session should any anomalies occur, but the nominal radiation process only involves the RTO team lead and the ACE. Should an anomaly occur, the ACE immediately contacts the SIPL who will determine if the AUTORAD session should proceed or not. The ACE also informs the SIPL if any unexpected telemetry alarms are seen at the beginning of the DSN track and asks for a recommendation to disable AUTORAD or continue with the session.
Once the AUTORAD commanding session is concluded, the ACE can choose to either wait for the nominal disconnect time as specified in the AUTORAD session or disable AUTORAD early. The ACE can then choose to connect manually to the command system if there is time available for further uplinks and if other files not scheduled by the AUTORAD session need to be radiated such as the nominal command loss timer reset file sent at the beginning and end of most scheduled DSN tracks. 
V. Advantages of using AUTORAD
One of the main reasons it was decided to incorporate AUTORAD into the Cassini commanding process was to alleviate the burden of having the SIP leads support both prime time activities involving sequence development and execution while also needing to be on console for commanding the spacecraft during off shift times. During cruise, two science planning leads and two sequence leads were assigned to each sequence -there was adequate personnel available to support both prime shift and off shift activities. With the reduction to two SIP leads beginning at the start of the Cassini Solstice Mission, this extended support would be a strain on the resources available for the sequencing process. AUTORAD provided a method to move the commanding responsibilities to the prime shift while the new procedures would ensure the same diligence and redundant confirmation present in the regular realtime commanding process.
As the AUTORAD procedures were developed, opportunities arose to incorporate other labor saving techniques and automation into other processes. In particular, the IEB generation and uplink process received a big boost from the development of the scripts for the use of AUTORAD. The CASSIUS executable was designed to contain checks for the standard MROs at the end of every IEB command file so that the uplink order of the IEB files would ensure that the MROs weren't affected by the telemetry mode change commands being issued by the background sequence. CASSIUS also provided the tool to quickly arrange the IEB files in whatever uplink order worked out best -a previous tool called the Cassini IEB Uplink Tool (CIUT) was created in Excel but proved troublesome when run on Apple platforms due to the lack of macro support. The automated telemetry mode check now runs on a standard platform while eliminating command errors caused by timing miscalculations.
The two-person verification rule for Cassini uplinks that was included in the AUTORAD procedure had the added advantage of eliminating the need to verify the correct command was being radiated in near real-time during off shifts where human error could become a factor. Doing the verification during an earlier prime shift was a benefit to the SIP leads, the RTO team lead and the ACEs. The use of AUTORAD also removed another source of error because the ACEs no longer had to use manual keyboard entries to input the command file names and their corresponding bit-1 times into the command system. This proved to be labor intensive when multiple command files needed to be radiated such as the IEB files. So while the ACE does remain a critical part of the real-time operations process, AUTORAD provides benefits to the ACE in minimizing command errors through typographical mistakes during the DSN track support time.
VI. Conclusion
When AUTORAD was first introduced to the Cassini project in 2011, it was seen as a innovative method to both automate the uplink process while simultaneously reducing strain on both scheduling resources and available SIP lead workforce. The automation of the uplink process maintained the requirements for two person command verification to help minimize errors introduced into real-time commanding. The scripts, tools and procedures developed to bring AUTORAD to Cassini also took advantage of automating the inputs into the command system and proved a benefit in organizing the more complicated requirements in radiating the IEB files.
AUTORAD has been used successfully on the Cassini project since September 2011. Every enabled AUTORAD session has resulted in a nominal radiation of command files. To date, Cassini is still the only JPL project utilizing this automated tool. For future projects looking to reduce budgets by employing fewer personnel, AUTORAD would be a valuable utility that would both cut back on operating costs while minimizing sources of error. And as web based commanding becomes more practical, AUTORAD can be seen as an integral part of that development. AUTORAD is a significant asset in the planning and execution of flight operations for any spacecraft project.
